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Executive Summary
This document is a quick start guide to the BRAIN-IoT modelling framework implementation, i.e., a modelling
tool hereafter named “BRAIN-IoT Designer”. The modelling tool is composed of the Papyrus IoT-ML modeller,
and its eco-system od Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) tools for purposes such as model checking, code and
metadata generation, and Models@runtime features. In this first version of BRAIN-IoT Designer, we shall
expose its IoT-ML modeller and code generation functionalities through BIP. More information on the
underlying modelling languages can be found in D3.1.
BRAIN-IoT Designer is an Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) that has been built with all the required features
packaged as one tool. In this first deliverable, BRAIN-IoT Designer is composed of the following features:
•

Papyrus UML

•

Papyrus SysML

•

Papyrus MARTE

•

Papyrus IoT-ML

This document shows how to download, install, launch, and create a first model with BRAIN-IoT Designer.
Afterwards we show how the model is represented in the BIP modelling and analysis framework for code
generation. Finally, this document shows some ongoing development works for the second release of the tool,
to be detailed in D3.8. These MDE tools in development exploit the model for metadata generation and add
Models@runtime features, i.e., monitoring and quick post-deployment behavior prototyping through models.
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1

Introduction

This document is a quick start guide to the BRAIN-IoT modelling framework implementation, i.e., a modelling
tool hereafter named “BRAIN-IoT Designer”. The modelling tool is composed of the Papyrus IoT Modeling
Language (IoT-ML) modeller, and an eco-system of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [MDE] tools exploiting
IoT-ML models for purposes such as model checking, code and metadata generation, and Models@runtime
[M@R] features. In this first version of BRAIN-IoT Designer, we shall expose its IoT-ML modeller and code
generation functionalities through BIP. More information on the underlying modelling languages can be found
in D3.1.
Figure 1 shows the place of the BRAIN-IoT Designer tool within the global BRAIN-IoT architecture. The BRAINIoT architecture is explained in detail in D2.2 and D2.5 deliverables. As we see, BRAIN-IoT Designer helps
develop bundles to be pushed to the BRAIN-IoT repositories.

Figure 1: BRAIN-IoT Designer (Modelling Tool) in BRAIN-IoT architecture

BRAIN-IoT Designer is an Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) [Eclipse_RCP] that has been built with all the
required features packaged as one tool. In this first deliverable, BRAIN-IoT Designer is composed of the
following features:
•

Papyrus UML [Papyrus]

•

Papyrus SysML

•

Papyrus MARTE

•

Papyrus IoT-ML
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This document shows how to download, install, launch, and create a first model with BRAIN-IoT Designer.
Afterwards we show how the model is represented in the BIP modelling and analysis framework for code
generation. Finally, this document shows some ongoing development works for the second release of the tool,
to be delivered as D3.8. These MDE tools in development exploit the model for metadata generation and add
Models@runtime features, i.e., monitoring and quick post-deployment behavior prototyping through models.
The rest of the document is structured as follows. Section 2 gives download, installation, and launch instructions
for BRAIN-IoT Designer. Section 3 shows how to create a first IoT-ML model in BRAIN-IoT Designer, from its
library of examples. Section 4 shows the equivalent BIP model used for code generation. Section 5 presents
some ongoing development works on MDE tools for IoT-ML. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 with
perspectives.
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2

Download, installation, and launch instructions

BRAIN-IoT Designer is an Eclipse-based application, therefore Java is required. For BRAIN-IoT Designer the
minimum required version of Java is 7:
https://www.java.com/en/download/
The easiest way to install the BRAIN-IoT Designer is to download its Eclipse RCP:
https://ci.eclipse.org/papyrus/view/IoTML/job/papyrus-iotml-photonproduct/lastSuccessfulBuild/artifact/releng/org.eclipse.papyrus.iotml.product/target/products/
Once BRAIN-IoT Designer has been downloaded, extract the archive somewhere. This location is the installation
path of BRAIN-IoT Designer so extract it somewhere relevant.
Launch the BRAIN-IoT Designer by executing papyrus-iotml at the root of the installation path. Upon first
launch you should get the prompt to choose a workspace:

Figure 2: Workspace prompt

The workspace of Eclipse is a folder where metadata of Eclipse is stored. Metadata store a particular
configuration of Eclipse, e.g., views preferences. Newly created Eclipse projects are also stored in this workspace
folder by default.
Note that although all features of BRAIN-IoT Designer are packaged as an Eclipse RCP, advanced users can
install each feature separately in their existing Eclipse Modelling Tools package for Windows 32/64 bits, Linux,
or MacOS. New features can be installed in Eclipse by following instructions on the help web page in:
https://help.eclipse.org/photon/index.jsp?topic=%2Forg.eclipse.platform.doc.user%2Ftasks%2Ftasks-124.htm.
•

Eclipse Modelling Tools
o
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•

Papyrus UML
o

•

Papyrus SysML
o

•

https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/papyrus/components/sysml14/

Papyrus MARTE
o

•

https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/papyrus/updates/releases/2019-03/

https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/papyrus/components/marte/

Papyrus IoT-ML
o

https://hudson.eclipse.org/papyrus/job/papyrus-iotmlphoton/lastSuccessfulBuild/artifact/releng/org.eclipse.papyrus.iotml.p2/target/repository/

The next section shows how to create a first model once BRAIN-IoT Designer is installed.
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3

Creating a first IoT-ML model

Once BRAIN-IoT Designer is launched, make sure the Papyrus perspective is chosen. By default BRAIN-IoT
Designer launches in the Papyrus perspective. You may change the perspective to Papyrus by clicking on its
icon in the upper-right hand toolbar. The Papyrus perspective re-organizes the Eclipse views so they are suited
for modelling work in Papyrus.
To showcase BRAIN-IoT, in this deliverabe we shall focus on the model that represents a scenario of the Service
Robotics use-case. In the scenario, the robots start in a docking area. When an orchestrator send a robot a
pickup request, it goes to an unload area to pickup some carts, identified by QR codes. Once it identifies a cart,
it sends the cart’s QR code to the orhcestrator. The orchestrator then tells the robot to move the cart to a
storage area A or B. Once the robot has moved the cart to the correct area, it returns to the docking area, ready
for its next pickup request. While moving the cart, the robot may encounter some obstacles such as a closed
door. It sends the QR codes of such objects to the orchestrator, which may then proceed to clear the way (e.g.,
by requesting the door to open).
The complete model of the scenario will be described in detail as an example in D3.5 and WP6 test and
integration deliverables. In this deliverable D3.4, we shall partially describe the model only to show the
functionality of BRAIN-IoT Designer.
The model of the Service Robotics scenario can be created from the library of examples:
File > New > Example… > Papyrus Examples > Robotics Example Model > Next > Robotics
> Finish

Figure 3: BRAIN-IoT Designer example model creation dialog

The new example model is created in the Project Explorer view. Open the Robotics project and doubleclick on Robotics model.
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The model can be navigated in the Model Explorer view. This view shows all model elements as a tree. In
particular you may navigate to diagrams in the Model Explorer. Another option to open diagrams is simply
clicking them on the Welcome page.
Open the diagram with the qualified name below. Figure 4 shows its location in the Model Explorer.
RobotPathFinder::System::SystemInternalStructure

Figure 4: Opening the SystemInternalStructure diagram in the Model Explorer

By opening the diagram, the user will be presented with the full BRAIN-IoT modelling UI based on the
Papyrus modelling UI. This UI is annotated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: BRAIN-IoT Designer modelling UI

In Figure 5, there are UI elements for the edition of the diagram:
1.
2.
3.

CSS-enabled diagram editor: the editor shows the diagram representing elements of the model. The
editor enables applying CSS style sheets to customize visualisation.
Diagram palette: the diagram palette contains tools to create model elements in the diagram.
New diagram/table: the new diagram/table menu allows to create diagrams specific to the language.

In Figure 5, there are also UI elements for the edition of the model itself. In the following, when a profile
must be implemented, the following UI elements must be implemented:
4.

Model explorer: the model explorer shows a hierarchical view of the model elements that are not
graphically represented in diagrams.
5. New child: the new child menu allows to directly create model elements of a language without using
diagrams.
6. Properties view: the properties view of a language allows to edit the properties of an element selected
in a diagram or the model explorer.
Now let us describe the content of the model presented in its diagrams.
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Figure 6: System internal structure diagram

This composite structure diagram in Figure 6 shows the internal structure of the System component. As we
see, it is composed of an Orchestrator, connected to a Robot and a Door. The parts are connected through
ports and connectors. Colored ports show end points where a component provides services. This model
specifies that Robot handles pickup requests, area requests (move to an area), and sends detected objects to
the Orchestrator. The Door allows the Orchestrator to control it.
We will now focus on the Robot class. Open the diagram Figure 7 with the following qualified name:
RobotPathFinder::Robot::Robot::RobotInternalStructureRobotPosition

Figure 7: Robot internal structure diagram for area request service

This composite structure diagram in Figure 7 shows a simplified version of the Robot internal structure. The
robot is composed of a AreaRequest part handling incoming “move to area” requests. The area reaquest
service needs some MotionWheel part.
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Open the diagram of Figure 8 with the following qualified name:
RobotPathFinder::Robot::RobotAreaRequestService

Figure 8: Robot area request service description

This class diagram in Figure 8 shows all elements and relationships of the robot’s area request service.
Otherwise said, the parts show in Figure 7 are typed by the components shown in Figure 8. It therefore shows
similar information to the RobotInternalStructure diagram, but here we have the descriptions of the
services and resources as interfaces. The Robot is thus composed of a AreaRequest service. This service
implements the IAreaRequest service description, which is modelled as an interface. The IAreaRequest
service description provides some resource description called IMotionWheel, also modeled as an interface.
This interface is implemented by the MotionWheel resource. Notice that in such a diagram, the operations
and attributes of the components are visible.
Notice that the elements in the class diagram in Figure 8 have several stereotypes (bracket keywords above
name) applied to them. Such stereotypes are those of IoT-ML, as well as its sub-packages dedicated to domainspecific usages such as W3C Web of Things Thing Description (WoT TD) modelling, or sensiNact service
modelling. Therefore we can combine several domain-specific model upon the same baseline IoT-ML model.
Such mecanisms, related to UML, will be described more in detail in deliverable D3.5. The domain-specific
models are exploited by the tools of BRAIN-IoT Designer, introduced in Section 5 of this deliverable.
Now we shall focus on the behavior of the robot. Open the following diagram, shown in Figure 9:
RobotPathFinder::Robot::Robot::RobotStateMachine
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Figure 9: Robot state machine behaviour

The state-machine diagram in Figure 9 shows the Robot’s global behaviour. The main behavior to takeaway is
that the Robot starts in a Docked state. When its requestPickup operation is called from the
Orchestrator, it will autonomously proceed to the unload area to pickup a cart. The request triggers two
parallel behaviors in the Robot.
In the first behavior, it will continously poll its sensors for object detection and send any detected object’s QR
code to the Orchestrator. For safety reasons, basic functionalities of safe navigation and pick-up operations
are autonomously and internally handled by the robot.
In the second behavior, the robot is in a loop where it reaches carts (whose QR code is sent through the first
continuous behavior), waits and receives a move request from the Orchestrator, to the designated storage
area, unloads the cart in the correct storage area and notify itself it has unloaded, and finally goes back to the
docking area to wait for other pickup requests.
From a modelling points of view, the transitions between states are triggered by incoming call operation events
from the Orchestrator. Behaviors in separate regions of a composite state are run in parallel and they start
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when the composite state is entered. Transitions that are triggered may have some effects that usually send
messages to the Orchestrator through the ports of the Robot connected to the Orchestrator.
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4

Equivalent BIP model and Java code generation

BIP [BIP] is a formal methodology framework that offers a formal modeling language to describe systems as
connected components with state-machine-based behaviors. Designers can specify the interaction between
components, such as communication priorities. The BIP framework offers a number of tools that apply, e.g.,
statistical model checking, and code generation on the model made in the formal language.
In BRAIN-IoT Designer, IoT-ML models will be transformed to BIP models, then used for model checking and
correct-by-construction code generation for IoT-ML models that use the semantics of BIP. The transformation
between IoT-ML and BIP is in development and some details between tools interactions are given in Section
5.
Within the project, we chose to develop a new Java code generator for BIP, instead of using the existing one
in Papyrus conform to standard UML. The rationale behind this choice is that BRAIN-IoT Designer should have
a correct-by-construction code generator for specific IoT-ML models that are conform to the BIP semantics.
For other usages, where BIP semantics are not required, designers may use any other code generator that
works on standard UML-based models.
Figure 10 shows the equivalent model of Section 3, now described in the BIP formal modeling language (textual
modeling language). The textual model is shown in its BIP editor integrated in Eclipse.

Figure 10: BIP model of Service Robotics scenario

Figure 11 shows the implementation of the Java code generator for BIP models.
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Figure 11: BIP Java generator

Figure 12 shows the generated Java project with its Java files in Eclipse.

Figure 12: Generated Java code from BIP
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5

Ongoing development of MDE tools

This document presented the IoT-ML modeller and the BIP code generator of BRAIN-IoT Designer that
implements the BRAIN-IoT modelling framework. The whole BRAIN-IoT Designer tool architecture, with its
features, are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: BRAIN-IoT Designer tool architecture

There are several features to be integrated into BRAIN-IoT Designer by deliverable D3.8. In particular there
shall be metadata generators to complete the deployment tools. The transformation between IoT-ML and BIP
will also be developed to apply BIP model checking and code generation on IoT-ML models conform to BIP
semantics. Models@runtime features will be developed for monitoring and quick behavior prototyping after
deployment. Such features will use sensiNact Studio [sensiNact] as a first implementation of the generic
approach. Finally, as deliverable D3.5 will extend the IoT-ML language, the IoT-ML modeller is also expected
to evolve by D3.8.
Notice that in Figure 8 several stereotypes may also be applied on a same element, e.g., the Robot class has
VirtualEntity, ServiceProvider and Thing stereotypes corresponding respectively to IoT-ML,
sensiNact, and Web of Things. Therefore from a same model, we can exploit it with different MDE tools.
In the following sections, we expose some of the evoked future functionalities, currently in development. First
we focus on the metadata generators of BRAIN-IoT Designer. Then the preliminary sensiNact Studio integration
is shown for Models@runtime features.
5.1

Web of Things Thing Description and OSGi MANIFEST.MF generators

The W3C Web of Things Thing Description (WoT TD) [WoT_TD_Spec] and OSGi MANIFEST.MF
[OSGi_Headers_Spec] files describe metadata of bundles, such as interfaces, communication protocols,
required capabilities. Such files are bundled together with the executables to create a deployable bundle
pushed to the BRAIN-IoT respositories. The metadata files will be generated from the IoT-ML models.
Figure 14 shows the preliminary WoT TD and OSGi MANIFEST generators.
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Figure 14: WoT TD and OSGi MANIFEST generator UI

Figure 15 shows the results of generating a TD and MANIFEST for the Robot component in the IoT-ML model
of Section 3. In this example, The TD metadata are directly specified through the <<Thing>> stereotype of
IoT-ML. The OSGi MANIFEST.MF headers are derived from the IoT-ML model, e.g., Export-Service header
of the Robot. As the generators are still in development, not all metadata are currently generated.
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Figure 15: Generated WoT TD and OSGi MANIFEST.MF for Robot component

5.2

sensiNact Studio synchronization for monitoring

BRAIN-IoT Designer will be connected to sensiNact Studio to monitor devices connected to sensiNact
platforms deployed in the BRAIN-IoT Fabric. Figure 16 shows the approach behind the integration of both
tools.
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Figure 16: Approach to synchronize sensiNact Studio service model with IoT-ML model

As sensiNact Studio stores its data in a service model that is an Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [EMF]
model, such a model will be simply synchronized with the IoT-ML model, also implemented in Eclipse. Through
this synchronization, we would not only monitor the state of the devices, but initial architectures could be
created from connected devices. The synchronization is based on model transformation that is not bijective,
as sensiNact Studio’s service model is hirarchical, while IoT-ML is compositional.
5.3

sensiNact DSL generator for quick post-deployment behaviour prototyping

After deploying a bundle on a device connected to a sensiNact platform, it is possible to launch simple scripts,
through RESTful APIs, on the devices. Such scripts are written in sensiNact Studio with the sensiNact DSL, a
textual programming language. The sensiNact DSL describes state-machine-like behaviors. Therefore such
scripts will be direcltly generated from the state-machines of IoT-ML models.
Figure 17 shows the approach behind the generation of sensiNact DSL from IoT-ML state-machines, and the
tools integration.
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Figure 17: From IoT-ML state-machines to sensiNact DSL

A first implementation of the sensiNact DSL generator is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: sensiNact DSL generator

Figure 19 shows a preliminary result of a sensiNact DSL file generated from the Robot state-machine in
Figure 7. The most visible relationship between the two models is how the state-machine transitions,
triggered by call operation events and with effects written in C++, are transformed to sensiNact events with
effects written in sensiNact DSL based on RESTful APIs.
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Figure 19: sensiNact DSL generated from Robot state-machine
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6

Conclusion

This document presented a quick-start guide to the BRAIN-IoT Designer tool, deliverable D3.4, that implements
the BRAIN-IoT modelling framework described in D3.1. As most BRAIN-IoT Designer features are integrated in
Eclipse Papyrus extensions, they will be maintained in the future.
In the future deliverable D3.8, we shall focus on the completion of the metadata generators, a better integration
of BIP for model checking and code generation applied to IoT-ML models with BIP semantics, and finally the
sensiNact Studio integration for Models@runtime features. Furthermore, as IoT-ML will evolve in D3.5, the IoTML modeller presented in this deliverable will also be updated accordingly. In particular the modeller will have
to consider that IoT-ML will enable annotations of attributes, annotations etc., to qualify AI algorithms and ML
trained models, in such a way that it will help the developers, maintainers, devops, and automate or semiautomate matchmaking for advanced smart behaviours.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

BIP

Behaviour Interaction Priority

DSL

Domain-Specific Language

DSML

Domain-Specific Modeling Language

IoT-ML

Internet of Things Modeling Language

MARTE

Modeling and Analysis for Real-Time Embedded systems

OSGi

Open Services Gateway initiative

SysML

System Modeling Language

TD

Thing Description

UML

Unified Modeling Language

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

WoT

Web of Things
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